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AND HERE IS OUR BEAUTY!! This gorgeous tea party is so fun! I just love it. It was simple to 
put together and so much fun to sew with you. We need to have tea parties WAY MORE 
OFTEN! You have created and cut everything we need for your Tea Party. Turned out much 
better than I expected, I love this versatile design!

So no more babbling from me….

This is assembled on point. We will stitch in rows, they are just diagonal rows rather than 
vertical/horizontal. Each row will have a triangle on each end to “square” it off. I usually lay a 
ruler or piece of paper on the “map” for each diagonal row. For this design, starting at the top 
left and bottom right, they are exactly alike so I will make two of each row and be complete 
twice as fast! 
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Your beauties should measure very close to:
71” square for the 10” block units 
85” square for the 12” block units
106” square for the 15” block units

I cut my binding at 2-1/2”. Regardless of your chosen binding width, here are the number of 
WOF strips you will need to bind each size.

I swapped the layout around after I had it out on the floor… it’s amazing what rotating four 
blocks will do. This is with the four centre blocks rotated 90°.   I also tried to swap the centre 
of the flower (or tea cup) 9-patch units to make the inside of the cup dark, which looks 
amazing as well! So many options!

Binding 10” blocks 12” blocks 15” blocks

2-1/2” WOF strips 8 9 11
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